“ Electronic shelf labels actually give us the opportunity to think differently and challenge the way we’ve
been doing business before” “Now, for example, we can show available sizes or colors in stock - directly at
the shelf. ”

Jens Fredgaard, IT Manager

Danish Skate Shop Creates New Opportunities
with Displaydata ESLs
Opportunity					
Founded in 1996, SkatePro is Scandinavia’s largest online skate shop for scooters, roller skates and skate
boards, with stores in Århus and Copenhagen, Denmark. With a busy shop running at full speed every day,
SkatePro found it too costly to replace paper price tags manually. The retailer needed a smarter solution for
handling product and price updates.
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Opportunity

Results

SkatePro decided to adopt Displaydata’s Electronic Shelf
Labels (ESLs) with partner Delfi Technologies to create a
more efficient shopping experience.

With Displaydata ESLs, SkatePro employees have saved
significant time by no longer manually changing labels.
The retailer has also created a more consistent shopping
experience with the same prices in their online shop and
physical stores, while creating new selling opportunities.

“It’s a waste of associate resource, spending both time
and effort checking the price of the products on the shelf,”
said Jens Fredgaard, IT Manager at SkatePro. “Therefore,
we chose to invest in electronic shelf labels. Now, we can
guarantee that the price tag on the product at the shelf is
also the same as the price in our online shop.”

“Electronic shelf labels actually give us the opportunity to
think differently and challenge the way we’ve been doing
business before,” explained Fredgaard. “Now, for example,
we can show available sizes or colors in stock - directly at
the shelf.”
SkatePro has also expanded its use of ESLs following the
success seen in the store, by using ESLs as digital room
signage to for more efficient meeting space management.
“We have three busy meeting rooms,” said Fredgaard.
“With an easy and painless integration into our stores, I
thought that we also could try to use the ESLs as meeting
room signs. It works perfectly and gives us a quick
overview of the available rooms.”
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